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Forward
The Copernicus Programme was established by the European Union (Regulation
EU No377/2014) to develop European information services based on satellite Earth
Observation (EO) and in situ data.
Among the six Copernicus Services, the Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service (CMEMS) and the marine component of the Copernicus Climate
Change Service (C3S) both rely on EO data delivered by satellite ocean color (OC)
sensors, i.e., primary OC radiometric products (such as the radiance Lw leaving the
water body) and Chlorophyll-a concentrations (Chla, a proxy for phytoplankton
biomass). These variables, able to provide unique monitoring capabilities of the
green marine environment, have been identified by the Global Ocean Observing
System (GOOS) as Essential Ocean Variables (EOV) to monitor the health of the
oceans, and by the Global Climate Observation System (GCOS) as Essential Climate
Variable (ECV) to support the work of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC).
ECV contributing to the creation of Climate Data Records (CDRs) needs to
accomplish high accuracy requirements.
This is particularly demanding in coastal water, where the simultaneous presence
of non-covarying in-water optically active components (i.e., pigments, colored
dissolved organic matter and suspended sediments) and potential contributions
from sea-bottom and nearby land leads to rather complex bio-optical properties. As
such, while the determination of the optical properties of the open ocean from
satellite measurements is nowadays largely established, the remote sensing of
coastal waters still represents an open challenge.
Nonetheless, the economical and environmental importance of coastal zones is
widely acknowledged: a large portion of the global population lives in coastal areas,
whereas coastal marine habitats are extremely sensitive to the impacts of climate
variability and change. A specific action for the coordination of enhanced shelf and
coastal observations for climate has been indeed designed by the GCOS
Implementation Plan (GCOS, 2016) with the aim to define detailed specific
observational requirements for an improved understanding, assessment and
prediction of the impact of climate in the coastal environment.
ECV high accuracy requirements imply a thorough evaluation of the uncertainties
affecting satellite and in situ data, and the procedures applied for the retrieval of
OC products from the satellite observations.
The present report focuses on the uncertainties induced by nearby land in OC
observations of coastal regions, summarizing most recent quantifications and
analyses.
The content of the Report builds on the long-standing experience of the JRC on
the modeling of OC satellite and in situ observations.
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Abstract
The present report focuses on the uncertainties induced by nearby land in OC
observations of coastal regions, summarizing most recent quantifications and
analyses. Standard algorithms for the processing of satellite data generally assume
an infinite water surface, and hence neglect the presence of the nearby land. As a
consequence, the radiance reflected by the land and then scattered by the
atmosphere in the field of view of a satellite sensor observing a water target
represents a source of perturbations leading to uncertainties in OC products. This
phenomenon is called adjacency effects (AE), and always occurs in the presence of
a scattering medium overlaying a surface of non-homogeneous reflecting
properties.
Specific attention is given to AE affecting marine observations by two EOdedicated satellite sensors of the Copernicus Space component: i) the Ocean and
Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) on board Sentinel-3, specifically developed to
deliver OC observations of the sea; and ii) the MultiSpectral Imagery (MSI) on
board Sentinel-2, which, aims at providing high-resolution optical land imagery, but
also acquires data up to 20 km offshore.
AE are quantified and analyzed for a wide range of typical mid-latitude coastal
environments and for specific case studies, i.e., the Aqua Alta Oceanographic Tower
(AAOT) validation site located in the Northern Adriatic Sea, included in the Ocean
Color component of the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET-OC), also considered
for vicarious calibrations of marine MSI data; and the marine region surrounding
the Lampedusa Island located in the Southern Mediterranean Sea, hosting a
validation site, and considered for long-term vicarious calibrations of OLCI data.
The study analyzes the relevance of AE in the signal at the sensor with regard to
standardized signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Considerations are also drawn on
perturbations induced by AE in satellite radiometric products.
The content of this Report builds on the long-standing experience of the JRC on
the modeling of OC satellite and in situ observations. This experience counts on the
development and decadal utilization of highly accurate radiative transfer models
(RTM) for the propagation of the solar radiation in the atmosphere-ocean system.
These in-house modeling capabilities (the Advanced Radiative Transfer Models for
In-situ and Satellite Ocean color data, ARTEMIS-OC) comprise a plane-parallel
numerical RTM based on the finite element method and a three-dimensional (3D)
MonteCarlo (MC) code.
Overall, this Report summarizes a number of recent investigations led by the JRC
on AE in satellite observations of coastal waters. The final objective is to consolidate
in a single document theoretical findings and considerations about adjacency
perturbations from nearby land in the coastal remote sensing observations
performed within the Copernicus Programme.
Briefly, the various Chapters summarize:
•
•
•

The general definition and description of the AE, while briefly illustrating
the applied modeling technique;
The theoretical quantification of AE for a wide range of typical midlatitude coastal environments.
The theoretical evaluation of AE at the AAOT and Lampedusa validation
sites.
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1. Introduction
“The more we learn about the world, and the deeper our
learning, the more conscious, specific, and articulate will be
our knowledge of what we do not know, our knowledge of our
ignorance” - Karl Popper
Primary OC data products, like the spectral water-leaving radiance LW or
alternatively the derived remote sensing reflectance RRS, quantify the light
emerging from the sea and are applied to determine geophysical quantities such as
the near-surface chlorophyll-a concentration Chla. The accuracy of primary
radiometric products (required by GCOS to not exceed 5% with respect to oceanic
waters in the blue-green spectral bands) hence determines the accuracy of such
derived quantities (for Chla GCOS requires a maximum uncertainty of 30%).
The water-leaving radiance LW is in turn determined from the top of the
atmosphere radiance Ltot through a correction scheme apt to remove those radiance
contributions that do not arise from the interaction of the sunlight with the water.
Since Lw is only a few percent of Ltot, it is clear that uncertainties in the processing
scheme may induce significant perturbations in Lw, thus limiting the capability to
meet the GCOS accuracy requirements.
Uncertainties in the processing scheme can be efficiently investigated through
accurate RTMs, able to theoretically reconstruct the different components of the
signal at the sensor by accounting for any possible interaction of the solar radiation
with the optically active components of the system. Modeling capabilities are thus
central to the evaluations of ECVs uncertainty.
Accurate and efficient modeling capabilities in turn rely on i) accurate radiative
transfer algorithms, mathematically describing in a correct and coherent way the
propagation of the radiance through a defined system, and ii) an accurate optical
characterization of the medium in which the radiance propagates. It is clear that
the latter highly benefits from extensive and accurate in situ measurements of the
inherent (IOPs) and apparent (AOPs) optical properties of the system. It is
conclusively the synergetic use of robust and efficient radiative transfer algorithms
and accurate in situ measurements, which allows the greatest modeling capabilities.
The robust, efficient and accurate in-house modeling capabilities of ARTEMIS-OC
thus benefits of the long-lasting experience of the JRC in RTMs and in situ
observations.
The modeling approach has been here applied to estimate AE induced by land in
coastal waters. The adjacency radiance Ladj, used to quantify the AE, is a
contribution to the signal at the sensor commonly neglected by standard processing
schemes of OC satellite data, which thus introduces uncertainties in current data
products.
The present Report summarizes key findings on AE with respect to the
radiometric sensitivity of the OC sensors. The overall aim is an evaluation of biases
induced by AE in processing schemes deriving Lw from remote observations of
coastal areas, and a better determination of uncertainties affecting validation and
calibration analysis at sites. Specific reference is given to mid-latitude seas and to
the Copernicus OC missions.
Focus is placed into i. The theoretical estimate of AE in Copernicus OC data from
coastal regions, ii. The analysis of AE with respect to the spectral resolution of the
satellite radiometers, and iii. Recommendations for the calibration and processing of
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Copernicus OC data from coastal regions, as well as for the planning of future
missions focused on the exploitation of data acquired in coastal areas.
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2. Theoretical estimate of AE in OC data from coastal

regions
2.1 The Adjacency Effects
The atmosphere diffuses in all directions the radiance reflected by the underlying
surface. As a consequence, radiance from high-reflectivity areas spills over
neighboring low-reflectivity regions, so that the apparent brightness of the surface
is modified (Otterman and Fraser, 1979).
Such a phenomenon is called adjacency effects, and its quantification is made in
terms of the adjacency radiance Ladj, defined as the difference in the radiance at the
sensor between the case accounting for the non-uniformity of the underlying
reflecting surface and the case assuming a uniform surface. As such, Ladj can range
from negative to positive values.
The problem of AE in land satellite observations has been extensively investigated
for decades (see Tanre et al., 1979; Kaufman, 1979; Kaufman, 1984; Pearce,
1986, and references therein), and has led to the implementation of atmospheric
correction codes correcting for adjacency perturbations. Examples are the NASA
MOD09 atmospheric correction algorithm (Vermote and Vermeulen, 1999), and
commercial atmospheric correction software packages such as the Fast Line-ofsight Atmospheric Analysis of Hypercubes (FLAASH) (Adler-Golden et al., 1999),
and the Atmospheric and Topographic Correction (ATCOR) (Richter and Schlapfer,
2018). Notably, operational Landsat-based processing for large-scale product
generation do not currently correct for AE (Houborg and McCabe, 2017; Masek et
al., 2006)
Conversely, fewer past studies specifically addressed AE in coastal waters
(Reinersman and Carder, 1995; Yang et al., 1995; Santer and Schmechtig, 2000;
Ruddick et al., 2000; Sei, 2007; Sei, 2015; Bélanger et al., 2007), and most of
them applied one or more simplifying assumptions [e.g., nadir observation (Sei,
2007), straight coastline (Sei, 2007), Lambertian reflecting land and sea
(Reinersman and Carder, 1995; Sei, 2007), single scattering (Santer and
Schmechtig, 2000), and exponential decay of the background effects (Santer and
Schmechtig, 2000; Sei, 2007)]. Additionally, uncertainties on simulated results
were never explicitly discussed, and the radiometric sensitivity of the measuring
sensors, which implicitly defines the threshold for discriminating AE from noise, was
never taken into consideration.
On top of this, standard processing techniques of OC data generally assume an
infinite water surface (Antoine and Morel, 1999; Gordon and Wang, 1994)
altogether neglecting AE even in the proximity of land. Mention is given to the few
available processors for the correction of AE in coastal and inland waters: the
adjacency correction algorithm by Kiselev et al., (2015) included in the Modular
Inversion Program (Heege, Kiselev, Wettle, and Hung, 2014); the SIMilarity
Environment Correction (SIMEC) (Sterckx et al., 2015) integrated in the
atmospheric image CORrection for land and water (iCOR) (Sterckx, 2017); the
Improve Contrast between Ocean and Land (ICOL) used to correct MERIS images
(Santer and Zagolski, 2009); and the algorithm proposed by (Sei, 2015).
It is clear that neglected adjacency contributions become source of spectral
perturbations in satellite data, leading to uncertainties in derived primary products.
Within the framework of the continuous multi-annual effort put by the JRC to
identify, quantify and minimize uncertainties affecting OC primary products
(Bulgarelli and Zibordi, 2003; Mélin et al., 2016; Zibordi et al., 2009a), and amply
justified by the lack of exhaustive scientific knowledge of AE in satellite acquisitions
from coastal waters, an extensive and comprehensive theoretical analysis of AE has
7

been performed (Bulgarelli et al., 2014; 2017; 2018c; Bulgarelli and Zibordi,
2018a; 2018b)

2.2 The simulation procedure
The adjacency radiance Ladj and its percent contribution to Ltot have been simulated
making use of the RTMs included in the ARTEMIS-OC software package, namely the
numerical code based on the Finite Element method for the simulation of OC
satellite data (FEMRAD-OC) (Bulgarelli et al., 1999) and the Novel Adjacency
Perturbation Simulator for Coastal Areas (NAUSICAA) full three-dimensional (3D)
backward MC code (Bulgarelli et al., 2014).
The plane-parallel FEMRAD-OC code is used to simulate radiance contributions at
the sensor, which can be reasonably assumed as horizontally invariant, e.g., the
atmospheric radiance and its components. The 3D NAUSICAA code is instead used
to simulate the adjacency radiance. All simulations are performed for a stratified
atmosphere (modeling the vertical distribution of gas molecules and aerosol)
bounded by a Fresnel reflecting surface, fully accounting for multiple scattering, sea
surface roughness, slanted illumination and observation conditions. NAUSICAA
simulations additionally include a non-uniform reflecting surface, with detailed
description of the coastal morphology.
In order to reduce computing time for the MC simulations, the adjacency radiance
has been modeled as:
Ladj={ρlŊ κl −RrsŊ κw}Ŋ Cρ=1−W

,

(1)  

where the albedo of the land ρl and the remote sensing reflectance RRS have been
both assumed isotropic and spatially homogeneous; the functions Cρ=1 and W
designate the cumulative radiance contribution at the sensor originating from the
land assumed as an ideal Lambertian reflector (Martonchik et al., 2000) and as a
Fresnel wind-roughened sea surface, respectively; and parameters κl and κw are
scaling factors to adjust the radiance reflected by an ideal Lambertian reflector to
that reflected by an actual land surface and to that leaving the water volume,
respectively (see Bulgarelli et al., 2014 and 2018c for more details). The term W is
often called the Fresnel mask (Santer and Schmechtig, 2000).
The proposed modeling allows to decouple land and water optical properties from
the atmospheric scattering, while accurately describing the anisotropy of the sea
surface (modeled according to Kisselev and Bulgarelli, 2004). Once the functions
Cρ=1 and W are computed for given geometric and atmospheric inputs, Eq. (1)
allows a straightforward evaluation of the AE for a wide variety of land and water
spectral signatures. The latter can be extrapolated from satellite-derived or in situ
measured data.
Statistical uncertainties on MC computations were required not to exceed the
average resolution of the Sea Wide Field of View Sensor (SeaWiFS), the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the Medium Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) OC sensors (Bulgarelli et al., 2014). Systematic
uncertainties were evaluated to be always lower than the statistical uncertainty of
NAUSICAA simulations with a 99.7% level of confidence (Bulgarelli et al., 2014).
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3. Harmonized sensor radiometric sensitivity
A cross-analysis of AE among different sensors requires the SNR to be defined and
computed in a harmonized way, i.e., for the same input signal.
In modern radiometers, detector and readout noise are dominated by the shot (or
photon) noise, which describes the variation in the number of photons detected by
the sensor per unit time, and whose standard deviation is the square root of the
input radiance (Moses et al., 2012). This property has been utilized to scale latest
on-orbit performance SNR of OLCI and MSI (specified for given reference input
radiances Lref) to the input radiance Ltyp typical of cloud-free ocean scenes (see
Table 1 and 2, respectively). Notably, since Lref for MSI is more than 50% larger
than Ltyp, the scaled SNR for MSI might underestimate the actual values by more
than 10% (Hu et al., 2012).
Harmonized values of the noise level NL=100/SNR (to which the percent
contribution of AE at the sensor is compared) are spectrally represented in Fig. 1 at
SeaWiFS-equivalent center-wavelengths (highlighted in Table 1 and 2). OLCI band
at 778 nm has been selected among other several bands close to 765 nm being
utilized to perform the atmospheric corrections (Antoine and Morel, 1999). Notably,
OLCI acquires data in full (0.3 km, FR) and reduced (1.2 km, RR) spatial resolution
with significantly different SNR. For comparison, NL for SeaWiFS, MODIS-Aqua,
MERIS-RR, MERIS-FR and the Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (OLI), measured
at or adjusted to the same input radiance Ltyp, are also illustrated (Bulgarelli and
Zibordi, 2018a).

SWFm
MODAm
MER-RRm
MER-FRm
OLCI-RR a
OLCI-FRa
MSI a
OLI a

NL

1%

0.1%

400

500

600

λ [nm]

700

800

900

Figure 1. Spectral values of NL=1/SNR (in percent) at SeaWiFS-equivalent
wavelengths for selected sensors. Suffix ‘m’ indicates that SNRs were measured onorbit (Hu et al., 2012). Suffix ‘a’ indicates that SNRs were adjusted to Ltyp (Bulgarelli
and Zibordi, 2018a)

Highest radiometric sensitivity characterizes MODIS-Aqua, MERIS-RR and OLCI-RR
data. In specific, MERIS-RR is the most sensitive sensor at the blue-green
wavelengths, MODIS-Aqua around 555 nm, OLCI-RR at longer wavelengths. The
radiometric sensitivity of MERIS-FR is slightly larger than that of SeaWiFS, while the
radiometric performance of OLCI-FR (¼ of that of OLCI-RR) is slightly lower. As
expected, the largest NL values are found for the MSI and OLI sensors, which were
developed for land applications. Indeed, land observations require a high geometric
9

resolution to capture the large spatial variability of land optical properties, and a
high radiometric range to accommodate signals from bright targets, while they do
not need the high radiometric resolution required by OC sensors to discriminate the
small variations of the water signal. Notably, the NL of the MSI band at 443 nm
(characterized by the coarsest MSI spatial resolution) is significantly lower, and
close to that of MERIS-FR. At other bands the NL of MSI becomes instead the
highest. It is mentioned that MODIS land bands (with 250-500 m spatial
resolution), also used for OC applications, are characterized by NL values lying in
between those of OLI and MSI.
Table 1. OLCI-RR tabulated spectral values of SNR@Ltyp of latest on-orbit performance
SNR after adjustment to the typical input radiance 𝐋𝐭𝐲𝐩 (𝛉𝟎 = 𝟒𝟓𝐨 ) given in (Hu et al., 2012).
The SNR values at reference input radiance Lref [Wm-2µm-1sr-1] from specifications
(SNR@Lref) are also indicated. OLCI-RR measurements are performed with spatial
resolution Δs=1200 m at all bands. The radiometric performance of OLCI-FR acquisitions
(Δs=300 m) is ¼ of that of OLCI-RR. Center-wavelengths λ and bandwidths Δλ are in nm.
The SeaWiFS-equivalent center-wavelengths utilized in the study are indicated in bold.
[1from S3 MPC (02/2017)]

λ

Δλ

SNR@Ltyp

SNR@Lref 1

Lref

400
412.5
442.5
490
510
560
620
665
673.75
681.25
708.75
753.75
761.25
764.375
767.5
778.75
865
885
900
940
1020

15
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
7.5
7.5
10
7.5
2.5
3.75
2.5
15
20
10
10
20
40

2736.4
2488.7
2254.5
2006.0
1969.6
1686.0
1481.0
1373.3
1179.0
1166.6
1260.0
959.5
541.4
656.2
532.8
1276.1
1004.2
665.4
619.0
643.2
293.7

2356
2388
2183
2000
1985
1798
1607
1553
1337
1326
1424
1128
502
663
559
1513
1238
819
688
533
346

62.95
74.14
65.61
51.21
44.39
31.49
21.14
16.38
15.70
15.11
12.73
10.33
6.09
7.13
7.58
9.18
6.17
6.00
4.73
2.39
3.86
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Table 2. MSI tabulated spectral values of SNR@Ltyp (see Table 2) The spatial resolution Δs
[m] is also indicated. [1from S2 MPC]

λ

Δλ

Δs

SNR@Ltyp

SNR@Lref 1

Lref

443
490
560
665
705
740
783
842
865
945
1375
1610
2190

20
65
35
30
15
15
20
115
20
20
30
90
180

60
10
10
10
20
20
20
10
20
60
60
20
20

1009.2
135.8
115.8
79.2
93.6
75.5
70.1
46.4
44.8
137.2
130.8
47.1
40.3

1372
214
249
230
253
220
227
221
161
222
390
159
217

129
128
128
108
74.5
68
67
103
52.5
9
6
4
1.5
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4. Relevance of adjacency perturbations with respect to

the radiometric resolution of satellite sensors
In the following the relevance of AE with respect to the radiometric resolution of
OLCI and MSI sensors is analyzed by comparing the percentage adjacency
contribution at the sensor 𝜉!!"! = 100 ⋅ 𝐿!"# /𝐿!"! with the percentage noise level
NL=100/SNR. Any adjacency radiance contribution lower than NL is regarded as not
discriminable from noise, i.e., not detectable.
Section 4.1 illustrates results for a set of idealized test cases well representing
typical mid-latitude coastal environments, while Section 4.2 and 4.3 detail results
for two specific test sites: the AAOT validation site (45.31° N, 12.51° E) and the
whole marine region surrounding the Lampedusa Island (35.52° N, 12.57° E),
respectively. In both latter cases coastal morphology and seasonality of land, water
and atmosphere optical properties were thoroughly accounted for.

4.1 Results for typical mid-latitude coastal environments
Theoretical estimates of AE for common mid-latitude coastal environments have
been conducted along a study transect extending perpendicular to a half-plane of
uniform and isotropic land albedo, whose coastline is oriented in the South-North
direction (Fig. 2). The optical properties of the water were assumed to be constant
along the study transect.

Figure 2. Geometry of illumination and observation adopted in the simulations of
Section 4.1. The gray horizontal line represents the study-transect.

Simulations have been performed accounting for:
•

Typical illumination and observation geometries (see Table 3 and Fig. 2).

•

Typical atmospheric conditions, identified by Ångström
Ångström coefficient α=0.05, and wind speed w=3.3 ms-1.
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exponent ν=1.7,

Table 3. Parameters defining the illumination and observation geometries adopted in the
simulations detailed in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. θ-angles are determined with respect to
the local vertical; ϕ-angles are counted clock-wise from the North direction (as generally
adopted in satellite geolocation).

Parameters
θ0
θv
ϕ0
ϕv

•

Selected values
45o
o[OLCI,MSI]
o[OLCI,MSI]
5
, 20
, 50o[OLCI]
o
+160
-75o
+100o

Land cover reflectance spectra found in most frequent terrestrial environments.
Spectral directional-hemispherical reflectances (DHR, i.e., the reflectance for
incoming light from a single direction (Martonchik et al., 2000)) for grass, dry
grass, deciduous trees, conifers, concrete, snow of different grain size, white
and brown sand, brown and pale brown loam, were extracted from the
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER)
spectral library (Baldridge et al., 2009) and were assumed to approximate the
land albedo 𝜌! (Fig. 3). Although the selection of land covers is not exhaustive,
their combination can be considered representative of the ecosystems listed in
the IGBP Land Ecosystem Classification Map Image (IGBP Land Ecosystem
Classification Map Image, 2013; Malenovský et al., 2012). An actual surface is
clearly a composite of different land covers. For example, the cropland
ecosystem (covering the land nearby the AAOT, see Section 4.2) can be
modeled as a weighted composite of vegetation and soil, which varies according
to cropland type, moisture content and phenological state, and whose
reflectance is closer to that of vegetation in summer and to that of soil in
winter.

1

conifers
deciduous trees
grass
dry grass
fine snow
medium snow
coarse snow
white sand
brown sand
concrete
brown loam
pale brown loam

0.9
0.8
0.7

DHR

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
400

500

600

λ [nm]

700

800

900

Figure 3. Values of DHR for selected land covers. Empty dots represent the land
albedo utilized to simulate AE at the AAOT (see Section 4.2) (Bulgarelli et al., 2014).

•

Spectra of normalized water-leaving radiance characterizing most common
European waters (Fig. 4) as taken from the Bio-Optical mapping of Marine
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Properties (BiOMaP) dataset (Zibordi et al., 2011). The sample marine regions
embrace a wide set of bio-optical conditions ranging from Case-1 to a number
of complex Case-2 waters (Berthon et al., 2008a and references therein). In
specific, they include oligotrophic Eastern Mediterranean (EMED) waters;
mesotrophic Ligurian Sea (LIGS) waters; northern Adriatic Sea (NADR) and
English Channel (ECHN) Case-2 waters, moderately dominated by detritus or
mineral particles from rivers discharge or tidal resuspension; Black Sea (BLKS)
waters occasionally offering unique concentrations of coccolithophores in the
central-western basins and of sediments in proximity of the Danube sea; Baltic
Sea (BLTS) Case-2 waters, which are dominated by color dissolved organic
matter (CDOM), and which show a high concentration of dissolved humic matter
and varying concentration of detritus particles in its different sub-basins
(Berthon and Zibordi, 2010). Summary of average IOPs for the selected BiOMaP
regions can be found in (Zibordi et al., 2011).
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Figure 4. Spectral values of 𝐑 𝐫𝐬 [sr-1] for selected waters. Error bars
indicate standard deviations.

The absolute value of mean adjacency contributions 𝜉!!"! (over all observation
geometries illustrated in Fig. 2 and Table 3) for NADR waters in the presence of
representative land covers are summarized in Fig. 5 at sample center-wavelengths
along the study transect, together with sensors NL. Data for fine and coarse snow
are neither presented nor discussed since equivalent to those of medium grain
snow. Data for conifers and grass, brown sand and pale brown loam have been
omitted, being similar to those of deciduous trees and brown loam, respectively.
As expected, values of 𝜉!!"! monotonically decrease with the distance from the
coast, and their magnitude increases with the spectral albedo of the land cover. For
both sensors, mean adjacency contributions in the presence of snow, white sand,
concrete and dry vegetation are above NL throughout the considered transect and
at all wavelengths. Conversely, adjacency contributions in the presence of green
vegetation and bare soil might become lower than sensor NL within the transect, at
a distance that increases with the radiometric sensitivity of the sensor. It is hence
the longest for OLCI-RR, and the shortest for MSI (apart for λ=443 nm, where
largest NL occur for OLCI-FR). As an example, perturbations for green vegetation
and brown loam at 555 nm become lower than NL at ~3 km offshore for MSI, ~15
km for OLCI-FR, while they are above the noise thresholds throughout the whole 36
km-transect for OLCI-RR. It is noted that for highly sensitive OLCI-RR acquisitions
mean adjacency contributions drop below NL at distance from the coast shorter
than 36 km at sole red center-wavelengths with green vegetation. It is also
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mentioned that green vegetation and bare soil contributions at blue centerwavelengths are negative.
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Figure 5. Values of 𝛏𝐋𝐭𝐨𝐭 at representative wavelengths along the study transect as
a function of the distance from the coast for NADR Case-2 moderately sedimentdominated waters and different land covers. Error bars represent the standard
deviation. Horizontal lines indicate sensors’ NL.

Different observation geometries, as well as the mutual location of sun, sensor and
land, influence actual adjacency contributions (see Bulgarelli et al., 2014 and
2018c for details). In specific, results highlight a general increase of AE with the
viewing angle, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for green grass and snow at 443 and 865 nm.
Adjacency perturbations also show a dependence on the position of the sun with
respect to the land (Fig. 7), which is more significant when land and sea albedos
are closer (as for green vegetation and bare soil at the blue wavelengths).
Conversely, when the land reflectance is consistently larger than the sea one (i.e.,
throughout the spectrum for snow, dry vegetation, white sand and concrete, or at
the sole NIR wavelengths for green vegetation and bare soil), AE become sensitive
to the position of the sensor with respect to the land (see Fig. 8). This is mainly
relevant for slanted observations, for which AE appear consistently larger when the
sensor is observing from over the land.
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Figure 6. Values of 𝛏𝐋𝐭𝐨𝐭 at representative center-wavelengths along the study transect
as a function of the distance from the coast for NADR waters in the presence of (upper
panels) green grass and (lower panels) snow. Observations are for ϕ0=160o, ϕv= −75o
when the land is located in the western half-plane. Error bars represent the standard
deviation.

Results from Fig. 6, 7 and 8 allow concluding that actual adjacency contributions
are expected to be below the average (illustrated in Fig. 5) for quasi-nadir
observations and when the sensor is located over the sea. Conversely, they are
expected to be above the average for slanted observations and when the sensor is
located over the land. It is remarked that adjacency perturbations are expected to
be more dependent on the sun-sensor position for a coast oriented in the East-West
direction.
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Figure 7. Values of 𝛏𝐋𝐭𝐨𝐭 at 443 nm along the study transect as a function of the distance
from the coast for NADR waters in the presence of (left panels) green grass and (right
panels) snow. Observations are from over the land (located in the western half-plane)
and for θv=5o. Error bars represent the standard deviation.
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Figure 8. Values of 𝛏𝐋𝐭𝐨𝐭 at 443 nm along the study transect as a function of the distance
from the coast for NADR waters in the presence of snow. Observations are for ϕ0=160o
and land located in the western half-plane, while the satellite viewing angle is θv=5o (left
panel) and θv=50o(right panel). Error bars represent the standard deviation.

Adjacency perturbations show a slight sensitivity to the water type at the sole blue
wavelengths (see Bulgarelli and Zibordi, 2018a for details).
Biases induced by AE on the retrieved water-leaving radiance were theoretically
estimated for two different atmospheric correction procedures (Bulgarelli et al.,
2017; Bulgarelli and Zibordi, 2018a): those not deriving (AC-1) and those
alternatively deriving (AC-2) the atmospheric properties from the remote sensing
data itself. For AC-1 schemes biases increase with the land albedo (Bulgarelli and
Zibordi, 2018a) (see Fig. 9). For AC-2 schemes, AE at those center-wavelengths
from which atmospheric properties are inferred add significant perturbations at
shorter wavelengths. Fig. 10 shows biases on tLw (i.e., the water leaving radiance
at the sensor, with t representing the atmospheric transmittance) theoretically
estimated for a correction scheme determining the atmospheric properties from the
NIR region through a power-law spectral extrapolation. Results indicate that AE at
NIR wavelengths (affecting the retrieval of the atmospheric radiance) might
compensate adjacency perturbations at the visible wavelengths. Consequently,
biases on the retrieved water-leaving radiance are not directly correlated to the
strength of the land spectral albedo. As an example, the impact of AE on the water
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signal retrieved at the blue wavelengths might be larger for a vegetation land cover
than for more highly reflective concrete or white sand. Compensations might even
occur in the presence of snow. Results from Fig. 10 further indicate that percentage
over- and underestimates of the radiance from Case-2 moderately sedimentdominated waters (e.g., northern Adriatic waters) at the coast might well exceed
100% at 443 nm in the presence of snow and green vegetation, respectively. It is
mentioned that misestimates might increase about 4 times for CDOM-dominated
waters, like those of the Baltic Sea (Bulgarelli and Zibordi, 2018a).
It is remarked that the retrieval of the atmospheric properties from MSI data is
generally performed utilizing one or two short-wave infrared (SWIR) bands (e.g.,
those centered around 1600 and 2200 nm) (Vanhellemont and Ruddick, 2015).
Although the analysis of AE at SWIR wavelengths (where land albedos generally
consistently differ from values in the NIR) was not specifically addressed, it is
nonetheless expected that analogous mechanisms of propagation of adjacency
perturbations from the SWIR to the visible, as well as potential compensations
between adjacency perturbations at SWIR and visible wavelengths, can occur.

Figure 9. Values of average biases ψtLw induced by adjacency perturbations on tLw
when derived with an AC-1 scheme. Results are given for NADR waters and
representative land covers (see legend of Fig. 5) along the study transect as a
function of the distance from the coast and at representative center-wavelengths.
Error bars indicate ± 1 standard deviation (N = 24 test cases).
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Figure 10. As in Figure 9, but for an AC-2 scheme applying a power law
extrapolation to derive the aerosol properties from NIR center-wavelengths.

4.2 Seasonal results at the AAOT validation site
The AAOT measurement site is located in the northern Adriatic Sea (45.31 °N,
12.51 °E) at approximately 8 nautical miles southeast of the Venice Lagoon. The
average water depth at the site is 17 m, and the composition of the sea floor is
primarily sand and silt. The study area is mostly characterized by i) Case-2 waters
moderately dominated by detritus or mineral particles from rivers discharge or tidal
resuspension, ii) nearby land covered by a cropland ecosystem, and iii) continental
aerosol from the nearby Po Valley. The site also exhibits purely maritime aerosol
and Case-1 seawater features. These characteristics represent most of the
properties of the northern Adriatic Sea region.
The comprehensive multi-annual record of in situ measurements performed at the
AAOT (Zibordi et al., 2002 and 2009b; Berthon et al., 2002 and 2008b) allows a
comprehensive characterization of the optical properties of atmosphere and water,
enabling the definition of realistic and seasonally dependent test cases for the
analysis of the AE.
Simulated adjacency perturbations at the AAOT have been determined at the
SeaWiFS center-wavelengths (λ=412, 443, 490, 510, 555, 670, 765 and 865 nm)
accounting for:
•

The actual coastal morphology, as extracted from the operational land/sea mask
used in the REMBRANDT code (Bulgarelli and Mélin, 2000) to process SeaWiFS
data from the northern Mediterranean Sea (Fig.11).
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Figure 11. Land/sea mask utilized in the NAUSICAA MC simulations: land elements
are indicated in dark grey, while sea elements in light grey. Each of the 100x100
square elements is ~1 km wide. The black circle represents the AAOT (45.31° N,
12.51° E).

•

The seasonal variation of the illumination conditions, identified by θ0=25o, 45o,
and 65o, for summer, mid-seasons and winter, respectively;

•

Typical OLCI and MSI observation geometries at the AAOT (see Table 3);

•

Average and extreme atmospheric conditions encountered in the region,
identified by Ångström exponent ν=1.4, 1.7 and 1.9, Ångström coefficient
α=0.02, 0.05, 0.08, wind speed w=1, 3.3 and 6 ms-1. Notably, the selected
optical aerosol properties correspond to those mostly encountered at different
AERONET-OC sites (Mélin et al., 2013).

•

Average annual and intra-annual normalized remote sensing reflectances Rrs as
measured in situ (Fig. 12). Negligible Rrs at NIR have been assumed, as justified
by evidence of negligible differences in the simulation of Ladj at the AAOT when
assuming a non-null NIR water signal (Bulgarelli et al., 2017).

•

Annual and intra-annual land spectral albedos as inferred from a MODIS
climatological database of reflectance products (Moody et al., 2008). Values,
provided at MODIS land bands (λ= 470, 555, 659, 858 nm), have been
interpolated at SeaWiFS center-wavelengths assuming a cropland ecosystem
(Bulgarelli et al., 2014). Intra-annual spectral values of ρl are illustrated in Fig.
13.
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Figure 12. Spectral average values of in situ Rrs [sr−1] adopted in the simulation of
AE at the AAOT site: symbols represent different annual and intra-annual periods.
Error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 13. Spectral average values of ρl adopted in the simulation of AE at the AAOT
site: symbols represent different annual and intra-annual periods. Error bars indicate
the standard deviation.

Annual average values of 𝜉!!"! at the AAOT for OLCI-RR, OLCI-FR and MSI are
illustrated in Fig. 14 together with the radiometric sensitivity of the sensors.
Average values are within ±0.5% at the visible center-wavelengths (negative up to
510 nm, and positive afterwards), while they rise up to ~2% at NIR centerwavelengths (see Bulgarelli et al., 2014 for a detailed discussion). Values are
slightly smaller for MSI, due to its quasi-nadir geometry of observation. For MSI
acquisitions, average perturbations appear to exceed NL at the sole 443 and 740
nm center-wavelengths. It is nevertheless recalled that values of NL for MSI might
be underestimated, while AE at 740 nm might be slightly overestimated. Indeed,
simulations of 𝜉!!"! have been performed at the SeaWiFS center-wavelength 765
nm, where the land albedo might be sensibly larger since vegetation shows a steep
spectral gradient around 700 nm (the so called red edge). AE in OLCI data are
significantly above NL at NIR wavelengths. At visible wavelengths AE are larger
than NL in RR acquisitions, but they are much close to noise in FR acquisitions. It is
nevertheless noted that confidence on results at the blue wavelengths, where land
and sea albedos are very similar, is lower (Bulgarelli et al., 2014).
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Figure 14. Spectral annual average values 𝛏𝐋𝐭𝐨𝐭   in correspondence of the AAOT at
SeaWiFS equivalent center-wavelengths for each considered sensor. Black error bars
represent the standard deviation; gray error bars the sample variance. Red block
bars indicate NL from sensor specifications adjusted to Ltyp (see Table 1 and 2).

The detectability of AE at the AAOT (i.e., when 𝜉!!"! > 𝑁𝐿) has a significant intraannual variation (Bulgarelli and Zibordi, 2018b) (see Fig. 15). For both OLCI and
MSI sensors, summer AE are below or close to NL up to 555 nm (at all visible
wavelengths for MSI), but well above NL at NIR wavelengths, where they reach
their yearly highest values. Winter AE are much lower at all wavelengths (due to
dormant vegetation and low sun elevation): for MSI sole AE at 443 nm exceed NL,
while for OLCI-FR AE are overall very close to noise.
For AC-1 schemes, average biases at the AAOT were estimated to be within ±5%.
For the specific case of an AC-2 correction scheme determining the atmospheric
properties from the NIR region and by adopting a power-law spectral extrapolation
of adjacency perturbations on the derived atmospheric radiance, average biases at
the AAOT were estimated being up to ~ −15% at 412, 443, and 670 nm.
Notably, the seasonal trend of simulated biases showed consistency with the intraannual variation of biases observed in match-ups between in situ and satellite
products derived with the NASA SeaDAS processing scheme from SeaWiFS and
MODIS data (Zibordi et al., 2012a).
A validation exercise performed with SeaDAS on a sample of cloud-free SeaWiFS
images acquired at the AAOT site, and alternatively ingesting original SeaWiFS data
and SeaWiFS top-of-atmosphere data corrected for estimated adjacency
contributions, indicated a significant decrease of annual and intra-annual biases at
all wavelengths when correcting for AE (Bulgarelli et al., 2018c).
The same exercise additionally indicated AE at the AAOT larger than the estimated
turbid water (TW) contributions in summer and mid-seasons, and hinted the
occurrence of a systematic overestimate of the NIR water signal by the TW
correction algorithm within the standard SeaDAS procedure, partially compensating
for AE.
Notably, compensations of AE within the SeaDAS processing scheme allows
explaining why previous analysis at sample validation sites did not provide firm
evidence of appreciable AE in satellite primary products (Zibordi et al., 2009a).
The validation exercise allowed explaining the intra-annual variation in biases
observed in SeaWiFS primary products acquired at the AAOT in the period 20022010 (Zibordi et al., 2012b) as the likely consequence of residual AE in data
acquired in summer, and of misinterpretation of NIR atmospheric signal as TW
contributions in data acquired in winter.
Results at the AAOT are considered representative of coastal environments
characterized by mid-latitude atmospheric conditions and a cropland ecosystem, in
the absence of snow.
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Figure 15. Spectral annual average values 𝛏𝐋𝐭𝐨𝐭   in correspondence of the AAOT at
SeaWiFS equivalent center-wavelengths for each considered sensor and for a)
summer, b) spring and autumn and c) winter acquisitions. Black error bars represent
the standard deviation; gray error bars the sample variance. Red block bars indicate
NL from sensor specifications adjusted to Ltyp (see Table 1 and 2).

4.3 The adjacency field around the Lampedusa Island
The Lampedusa Island (35.52o, 12.57o), located in the southern Mediterranean Sea,
hosts a station for climate observations managed by the Italian National Agency for
New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development (ENEA). This
includes two sections: a ground-based laboratory (35.52°N, 12.63°E), operational
since 1997 and dedicated to the investigation of changes in atmospheric
composition and structure, and their effects on the surface radiation; and an
oceanic buoy (35.49o, 12.47o) located at about 3.3 nautical miles southwest of the
Island and dedicated since 2015 to investigate air-sea interactions and for the
validation of OC satellite data products.
Oligotrophic waters surround the Lampedusa Island. Southern coastal waters,
belonging to a marine reservoir that hinders the use of motorboats, are quite
shallow (the depth at the oceanographic buoy is ~74 m). Northern waters are
deeper, reaching around 300m depth at ~10 nautical miles from the coast.
Continental and anthropogenic particles originating from Europe, desert dust from
Africa, as well as marine aerosols from the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean
itself, are commonly present in the region (Meloni et al., 2006; Pace et al., 2005).
Pure marine conditions only occur when the influence from the European and
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African continents is very limited, and thus are rarely observed. Mixed conditions
occur in the majority of the cases.
Evergreen spaced shrubs cover the semi-arid island.
The adjacency field surrounding the Lampedusa Island and its impact on OLCI
acquisitions has been simulated at representative center-wavelengths (λ=490, 555,
670 and 865 nm) accounting for:
•

The actual coastal morphology, as extracted from the UMD Global 250 meter
Land Water Mask (MOD44W MODIS product) (Carroll et al., 2009) (see Fig. 16).

Figure 16. Land/sea mask utilized in NAUSICAA MC simulations around the
Lampedusa Island: land elements are indicated in dark grey, sea elements in light
grey. Each of the 200x200 square elements is ~232 m wide. The black circle
represents the ENEA oceanographic buoy (35.49o, 12.47o).

•

The seasonal variation of the illumination conditions for a 10AM satellite pass
(see Table 4);

Table 4. Illumination and atmospheric conditions adopted in the simulations at the
Lampedusa site.

Parameters
θ0
α
ν
ω0
g

average
48o
0.88
0.11

January
65o
1.11
0.13
0.8
0.7

August
35o
0.85
0.06

•

Typical OLCI observation geometries (see Table 3);

•

The seasonal variation of the atmospheric properties as extrapolated from
observations acquired at the Lampedusa AERONET site (Meloni et al., 2006) in
the period 2004-2017 (see Table 4, where g is the asymmetry parameter of the
Single Term Henyey-Greenstein phase function adopted for the aerosol)
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•

Typical annual and intra-annual values of Rrs as extracted from a
SeaWiFS multi-year climatological database of radiometric products (Fig.
17). Rrs has been assumed negligible at NIR, as justified by the presence
of oligotrophic waters and by the above mentioned evidence of negligible
differences in the simulation of Ladj when assuming a non-null NIR water
signal (Bulgarelli et al., 2017).
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Figure 17. Average annual and intra-annual climatological spectral values of
Rrs [sr−1] adopted in the simulations. Error bars indicate the standard
deviation.

•

Annual and intra-annual land spectral albedos as inferred from a MODIS
climatological database of reflectance products (Moody et al., 2008) (see
Fig. 18).
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Figure 18. Average annual and intra-annual spectral values of climatological
ρl adopted in the simulations. Error bars (not visible) indicate the standard
deviation.

Annual average values of 𝜉!!"! in OLCI data over the marine region
surrounding the Lampedusa Island are illustrated in Fig. 19 for λ=865 nm,
where AE are spectrally the highest. Results are for θv=20o, ϕv=100o, θ0=48o
and ϕ0=160o. Average land and water optical conditions are considered.
Remarkably, the adjacency field shows a significantly different pattern south
and north of the island. South of the island AE are always positive (up to
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37%); north of the island a remarkable influence of the masked sea surface
(term W of Eq. (1)) leads to negative AE (up to -1%) in correspondence of
the reflected sunbeam. Notably, the area affected by significant negative
adjacency contributions becomes larger at shorter wavelengths (not shown
here), due to the lower values of land albedo. Masked sea surface
contributions highly depend on the surface reflectance anisotropy, i.e., on
wind speed and direction, and on the sun position. This hinders the
possibility to give a general evaluation of the impact of AE in the northern
marine region. In the remaining water region, adjacency contributions at
865 nm exceed NL up to ~5-7 km offshore for OLCI-FR, and up to 10-12 km
offshore for OLCI-RR.

Figure 19. ξLtot at 865 nm for θv=20o, ϕv=100o and average illumination, land
and water optical conditions. The white straight line indicates the transect
intercepting the oceanographic buoy (white dot) and extending up to 13 km
offshore. The yellow and red contour lines designate NL for OLCI-FR and OLCIRR, respectively. Dashed contour lines are for –NL, full contour lines for +NL.

Results along the transect depicted in Fig. 19, and assumed as
representative of the marine region south of the island, are further analyzed
accounting for the whole set of observation conditions listed in Table 3 and
4. Mean adjacency contributions at representative center-wavelengths are
illustrated in Fig. 20 together with the standard deviation σ. It is recalled
that adjacency perturbations larger than the average occur for slanted
observations and in summer. Adjacency perturbations lower than the
average occur in winter.
Results from Fig. 20 indicate that AE becomes lower than NL in all
observation conditions and at all center-wavelengths with a 99.7% level of
confidence (corresponding to 3σ) at ~8 and 14 km along the transect for
OLCI-FR and OLCI-RR, respectively.
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By also considering that system vicarious calibrations (SVC) rely on the application of a
number of images, which may lead to a decrease of NL, still a fully confident avoidance
of AE in the vicarious calibration of OLCI data might suggest to locate the site even
further away from the coast.

Figure 20. Mean values of ξLtot at representative center-wavelengths along the
transect depicted in Fig. 16. The vertical dashed line indicates the position of the
oceanographic buoy. The horizontal dotted line indicates NL for OLCI_FR, while
the horizontal full line NL for OLCI-RR. Grey error bars indicate ±1σ.
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5. Conclusions
The generation of satellite OC data products meeting the GCOS
requirements for the construction of CDRs, implies the minimization of
uncertainties affecting the calibration of the satellite sensor and the
atmospheric correction process. This strictly applies to the delivery by the
Copernicus Programme of satellite OC data from the Sentinel-2 and
Sentinel-3 missions.
Among uncertainties affecting OC products, this work focused on those
perturbations induced by the radiance reflected by the nearby land and
diffused by the atmosphere into the field-of-view of the OC sensor: the so
called adjacency effects.
By relying on studies led by the JRC, this work has summarized results
from the theoretical evaluations of AE in marine observations from OLCI and
MSI sensors, and their impact on radiometric primary products.
Results showed AE that still exceed the radiometric noise thresholds up to
~36 km (20 km for MSI) from a continental coast of highly reflecting land
covers (like white sand, snow, dry vegetation, concrete). In the presence of
green vegetation or bare soil, AE drop below NL at a shorter distance from
the coast, but such a distance increases with the sensor radiometric
sensitivity. Indeed, AE are lower than NL at a distance shorter than 36 km at
the sole red wavelengths with green vegetation in OLCI-RR measurements.
Since cropland is a composite of green vegetation and bare soil (close to the
former in summer, and to the latter in winter), similar considerations apply.
Results additionally showed a significant increase of AE with the sensor
viewing angle, and with the sun elevation. AE showed further dependence on
the sun and satellite position with respect to land. The former dependence is
more evident when the land albedo is low, the second for highly reflecting
land covers.
As expected, results indicated lower AE in the surrounding of the small
Lampedusa Island. Here simulations highlighted that satellite data of the
marine region lying in the anti-solar half-plane (i.e., north of the island) are
largely affected by contributions from the masked sea surface (the so called
Fresnel mask), leading to negative adjacency contributions. South of the
island AE are instead always positive, with mean AE larger than NL up to ~7
and 12 km offshore for OLCI-FR and OLCI-RR, respectively. By accounting
for a further reduction of NL when combining several OLCI images (e.g.,
100) for calibration purpose, OLCI-RR data are expected to be free from
adjacency perturbations in all observational cases from ~50 km offshore
with a ~99.7% level of confidence.
Biases induced by AE on derived radiometric products highly depend on the
atmospheric correction procedure applied. For a procedure estimating the
atmospheric properties from the NIR wavelengths with a power law spectral
extrapolation, biases induced by AE at visible and NIR wavelengths might
compensate each other. As a consequence of this, biases do not display
proportionality to the strength of the land albedo. For example, the impact
of AE on the water signal retrieved at the blue wavelengths might be larger
for a vegetation land cover than for more highly reflective concrete or white
sand. Compensations might even occur in the presence of snow. Notably,
percentage over- and underestimates of the radiance from Case-2
moderately sediment-dominated waters (e.g., northern Adriatic waters) at
the coast might well exceed 100% at 443 nm in the presence of snow and
green vegetation, respectively. Misestimates might increase about 4 times
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for CDOM-dominated waters, like those of the Baltic Sea (Bulgarelli and
Zibordi, 2018a).
In the presence of vegetation (the most diffuse coastal ecosystem in
Europe) biases are expected to induce significant negative biases on the
water leaving radiance at the blue and red wavelengths.
Based on results from (Bulgarelli et al., 2014; 2017; 2018c; Bulgarelli
and Zibordi, 2018a; 2018b), the following general considerations can be
drawn:
•

Results point out a clear and urgent need to account for AE in the
processing of OC data from coastal areas. AE are estimated to exceed
turbid water contributions at the AAOT, and are shown to exceed the
radiometric noise thresholds of OLCI and MSI in the majority of cases up
to several tens of km from the coast.
o For MSI and OLCI-FR measurements, the detectability of AE at
large distance from the coast might occur in the sole presence of
highly reflecting land covers (such as snow, white sand, dry
vegetation and concrete). Green vegetation and bare soil might
lead to AE lower than the noise thresholds at shorter distances
from the coast.
o Conversely, AE from all land covers (i.e., green vegetation and
bare soil included) exceed NL in OLCI-RR measurements (a part
from green vegetation at the red wavelengths).

•

The theoretical analysis on dependences of AE highlights that an
algorithm for the modeling and correction of AE should account for:
o sensor viewing angle (AE consistently increase with θ, nearly
doubling when θ increases from 20o to 50o)
o illumination conditions (AE significantly decrease with θ0)
o atmospheric conditions. There is evidence that at some distance
from the coast the phenomenon is Rayleigh-dominated (to be
analyzed in future investigations).
o When sea and land albedos are very similar (as for green
vegetation, bare soil and cropland at the blue wavelengths) the
following aspects become relevant:
§ the anisotropy of surface reflectance
§ the optical properties of the water
§ the position of the sun with respect to land.
o When the land albedo is significantly larger than the sea one (as
for all land covers at NIR, and for snow, white sand, dry
vegetation and concrete at all wavelengths):
§ the optical properties of the water and its surface are not
crucial in the determination of the AE,
§ but the position of the sensor with respect of the land
becomes relevant.

•

Results additionally point out that the land albedo should be
measured at the same time and at the same wavelengths of OC
measurements. This is particularly important at those NIR/SWIR bands
used to derive the atmospheric properties, especially when band ratios
are involved and when those bands are located in a region of steep
spectral gradient of the land albedo (as for the vegetation red edge).
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•

Results point out that, for a retrieval scheme deriving the aerosol
properties from NIR/SWIR bands, biases on radiometric primary
products are not directly dependent on the strength of the land albedo
at the analyzed wavelengths, because compensations might occur
between AE at the visible and NIR wavelengths
As well, AE might be compensated by misestimates of other radiance
contributions within the atmospheric correction code (e.g., overestimates
of TW contributions at NIR wavelengths)

•

It is additionally remarked that AE should be considered when selecting
the location of a site for the vicarious calibration of Copernicus
products: the site should be put at a safe distance from the coast to
avoid AE, or alternatively the utilized atmospheric correction code should
account for AE. For the specific case of the Lampedusa Island, it is
foreseen that vicarious calibrations of OLCI data acquired in the southern
marine region are affected by appreciable AE up to about 15 km from the
coast. By additionally considering that system vicarious calibrations rely
on the application of a number of images, which may lead to a decrease
of NL, still a fully confident avoidance of AE in the vicarious calibration of
OLCI data might suggest to locate the site even further away from the
coast.
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